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1. Introd'/cction. 

In the first paper, a description mas given of the scattering of light by meici:iic 
liquid surfaces, pert,icularly of the nzanner in which the intensity a,nd stat? of 
polarisation of the scattered rays vary ~ ~ ~ i t h  the angle of incidence of the 
primary rays and the direction of observation. TITe now proceed to consider 
the phenomena observed when the clean and dust-free surface of a t r a n s p a ~ ~ e ~ z t  

liquid is strongly illuminated. Tlihereas in the case of metals we have a veTy 
few substances which are liquid a t  ordinary temperatures, an enormous variety 
of transparent liquids is available for the purpose of the present study. In fact, 
a3t, the time the investigation was taken up, an extensive collection of plire 
or-ganic chemicals had been obtained from Kahlbaum, and bulbs containing 
some 64 different licpids, rendered dust-free by repeated distillation in cac.r,!o, 
\!ere ready for a programnie of q~~antitative studies of the internal light- 
scattering. This collection naturally proved very convenient also for the 
purpose of the comparative study of the surface-scattering, and the extentied 
observations made possible by its aid served to bring out very clearly the 
influence on the phenomenon of the surface tefision of the liquid, and thus to 
establish its m o l e c u l a ~  nature. 

As already remarked in the first paper, in the case of transparei~t fluids, the 
surface-scattering is accompanied by the inter~~al-scattering within t'he liquid 
m711en a pencil of light is concentrated upon the surface, but the two effects are 
distinguishable from each other in several part~iculars. By using a good 
achromatic lens t'o focus a well-defined image of the sun on t'he boundary, the 
surface opalescence appears as a sharply bounded circular or elliptic disc of 
light, whose aspect varies very much with the direction of observation while 
that  of the internal-scattering does not. The colour of the surface opalescence 
is also much less blue than tha't of the interna'l-sca'ttering, and, indeed, by 
contrast with i t  appears nearly white. Green, yellow and red filters held in 
front of the eye diminish the brightness of the volume effect much more (in 
increasing order) than they do that of the surface effect; and hence assist greatly 
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in studying or photographing the latter phenomenon. The brightness of the 

surface-scattering also varies with the direction of observation, while that of the 
internal-scattering in dust-free liquids is practically invariable. In  the case of 
oblique incidence of the primary beam, the surface-opalescence is conspicuously 
brighter when viewed in directions adjacent to those of the reflected or trans- 
mitted pencils tliao in other direct~ons. In  fact, it then stands out very clearly, 
and may be distinguished even with liquids such as carbon disulphide or nitro- 
benzene, in whicl~ the internal-scattering is so strong that i t  usually overpowers 
the surface effect. 

2. Co,npc~satiz)e Stzcdy of the Supface-,Scattering with Dife~ent L i y d s .  

The following is a list uf the substances studied :- 
Para$~as and 1lydroca~bo~zs.-Norinal pentane, iso-pentane, hexane, heptane, 

octane, and iso-amylene. 
Bromides.-Ethyl, propyl, iso-butyl, allyl and ethylene bromides. 
Gihlorides.-Normal propyl, iso-propyl, iso-butyl, allyl, methylene and 

ethylene chlorides, cliloroform, carbon and silicon tetra-chlorides. 
Su1phides.-Carbon disulphide, methyl and ethyl sulphides. 
Patty Acids.-Formic, acetic, propionic and butyric acids. 
Ozides and Anhyd~ides.-Acetic and propionic anhydrides, ethyl-ether and 

water. 
Benzene Derilintives.-Benzene, toluene, ethyl-benzene, ortho-, meta- and 

para-xylenes, benzyl and benzal chlorides, chlorobcnzene, bromo-benzene, 
nitro-benzene, ortho-nitro-toluene and meta-nitro-toluene. 

Alcohols.-Methyl, ethyl, normal propyl, iso-propyl, nornlal butyl and iso- 
butyl alcohols, trimethyl carbinol, amyl, allyl and benzyl alcohols. 

Esters.-Methyl, ethyl and propyl formates, ethyl and propyl acetates. 
Aldehyde and Ketones.-Acetaldehyde, di-methyl, methyl-ethyl, di-methyl 

and methyl-propyl ketones. 
All these liquids show the phenomenon of surface-opalescence, but in varying 

degrees. In  the entire list of substances studied, water, by reason of its high 
surface-tension and the ease with which it acquires a surface contamination, 
stands in a special position ; the observations made on its surface-scattering 
will be described separately. The results obtained with the other liquids will 
now be summarized. 

The lighter paraffins have a low surface-tension (15 to 20 dyneslcm.) and are 
found to show the surface-opalescence conspicuously. Not only is the effect 
intrinsically bright, but i t  is also seen well in contrast with the internal-scattering, 
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which is of very moderate intens~ty in these substances (about five times the 
internal-scattering in dust-iree water). Ethyl bromide shows the effect 
moderately strongly. Soine of the other brorrxdes are liable to decomposition 
by the action of light and hence ar,: not 7-ery suitable. The surface-scattering 
is found to be rather inconspicuous i r i  ethylent: bromide, which. has a high suriace 
tension (37 dynes/cm.), and also a !arg~ internal-scattering. All the chlorides 
studled show the surface-scatterink < orlsq~.cuouslj~, carbon tetrachloride being 
specially strong. Carbon tii-sulj)h31cle 11ai ,111 crlorinous internal-scattering (abour 
50 times that of pure water), and thc s-i~rfaco-5cattering can 11:~rdly be diir;n- 
guislted except for certain lavol~rahle direet,oni of incidence and observation. 
Methyl and ethyl sulphides, on the  ot!le~i haijti. s h o ~  the effect quite strongly, 
their ~ntenlal-scczttering-scattering being relarivply ~~iia!l. 

The fatty acids afford a velr  inti1rilsc;ug htudy. Formic acid has jsraci-lcallv 
the same internal-scattering as avetic, propionii. ant1 butyr~c acids, but sllom.; 
the surface-scattering much less consprcuously than those o-ther acids. As the 
surface-tensiou 01 formic acid ii notably higher than that  of its three hoino- 
logues, this furnishes a stdlung liiustr~ttion of the relation between surface- 
tension and surface-opalescence. Ethyl-ether has a low surface-tension, about 
15 dynes/cm., ancl the fact that it esh~birb a strong surface-opalescence is 
another illustration of the general pnnclple. The benzene derivatives all have 
a very strong internal-scattering, -c\ h-ich i ends to make their surface-opalescer~ct? 
somewhat incor~spicuous. The alcohols (except benzyl alcohol) show the effeci 
tolerably well, though not so strongly as  ethpl-etlr~er for instance. Acetaldehyde 
shows a conspicuous effect, ~~: l i~ le  the eaters shov an efc'ect of the same order of 
nlagnitude as the alcohols. Tlie ketone5 are l~able to clecomposition, but such 
of them as can be obtained clear ancl dust-free (r.9.; acetone) show a consp: 1 CUOUB 

surface-scattering. 
The comparative study of the effects shoivu by so many liquids, and the 

regularities and difc'erences alllongst them, afford the strongest possible denlon, 
stratlon of the molecular origin of the pherrornenon and of ~ t s  relation to  surface- 
leasion. 

3. Intensity a i d  Polat isat io ,~ of thc 8cattered Light. 

The intensity and the state of polarisation of the scattered light depends 
in a very interesting way upon the angle of incidence of the primary beam and 
tho direction of observation. I n  order to  save time and space, we sliall give 
only a description of the phenonierla noticed with a single liquid, ethyl-ether, 
which s h o ~ ~ s  the surface-scattering strongly, and content ourselves with the 
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general remark that ot'her liquids show very similar effects. It is possible, of 
course, that further quantitative and detailecl stuclies may reveal features 
depending in a special may on the nature of the liquici and not rnereiy on it8 
physical constants, namely the surface-tension and refractive-index, wliich 
determine the general features of the phenomenon. 

(u) I,ight Incide~~t Norr?aallp from Above.-When unpolarised light is incident 
vertically on the horizoi~tal surface of a liquid half-filling a spherical lol;lb, the 
surface-opalescence is barely visible from above, but is much more conspi.cuuusly 
seen from below the surface of the liquid. In  the latter case, when viewed in a 
nearly vertical direction, the opalesceilt patch is quite distinct ; as the eye is 
movecl away to one side so as to vie.vv i t  more obliquely, there is no marked 
change in its intensitj until the direction of observation is inclined to t'he verticai 
at an angle equal to the critical angle (sin-' lip) of the liquid, at' which stage it 
suddeilly brightens up. With further increase in the angle of observation these 
is a steady diminution in intensity until, for observation parallel to the liquid 
surface, the patch ceases to be visible. 

The scattered light in rlearly vertical directions is unpolarised. R'ith the 
sudden increase in intensity which occurs a t  the critical angle, there appears 
also a remarkably complete polarisation oi the scattered light with tlie 
electric vector parallel to the liquid surface. In more oblique directions this 
polarisation becomes partial. 

(b) fight I~~zcident from Above at the Polarising A~)zgle.-~T~hen the primary 
beam, instead of falling normally, is incident obliquely on t,he liquid surface, the 
scattered light exhibits a notable asymmetry in its distribution of intensity, 
becoming much more,marked in directions a,cljacent to the plane of iricidence 
and lying between the transmitted and reflected raps than in others more 
remote. It continues, however, to be apprecia,bly more disti~lct below than 
above the liquid surface. The light scattered upwards exhibits a polarisation 
which, for small angles of incidence, is partial, but becomes complete with the 
electric vect'or pa,rallel to  the surface, when the incidence is at  the Brewsterian 
angle, practically for all angles of observation. The light scattered downwa~ds., 
on tlie other hand, exhibits quite distinct phenomena ; i t  shows little or. no 
polarisation in the pla.ne of incidence, b ~ ~ t  in a perpendicular plane s2loms stronlg 
polarisation with the electric vector i,)zclined to t l ~ e  liquid surface and practically 
transverse to the track of the primary beam within the liquid. 

( c )  Light Incident from Abolie neady Grnzi~~zg the Xu~face.-In this case, again, 
i t  becomes somewhat difficult to see the opalescent area except from below the 
surface. The light scattered downwards into the liquid by the surface shows 
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( b )  abovc. 

(d)  Lqgl2t 12zcldent ji.ori~ Below ~ i e w l y  Giamzg ihc 8~crfuee.-In this case. of 
course the bran1 oi light 1s totail;- ~eflec-ied. Xo surface-opaIescence can be 
ebservei? except in directio~ls very close to  thai  of total reiiectio~~ ; ~t 1s tile11 
found to be completely unpolar~icd. 

(P)  L Z ~ I L ~  JncifJe~~f fioif~ Bcloio at tihe Gi*~tical ,1?zgle.--The surface-opalesctace 
16 f ~ t ~ n ; !  to be much more conspicuous than in caie ( d ) ,  and can, in fact, be t a ~ l l y  
Eecil ~n n!l azinirlihs from be!ow etle burface, being most intecse, however, LII 

the pinnr sf incidence and in drrectlons adjacent to  tlie reflected rays. From 
above it  1s lrot so distinct, ancl is best seen in directions nearly parallel to  

the Tiquid silrface in the plane of incidence. The polarisation of the scattered 
i ~ g h t  is most conspicuous in a plane a t  righi, angles to the plane of Inoi~lence, 
c?nd -idlen 1-iened nearly parallel to  the liquid srlrface ; the principal component 
e: the electric vector 1s then nearly vcriieal. In  the plane of incidence. and in 
*. 
cilrections intermediate between the l~onzoiital snd  the reflected rays, the 
scattered light is unpolarised. It rs, l to~ve~er ,  partially polarised (with the 
electric vector horizon.ta1) in directions intermedia: s between the vertical and the 
refleeted rays. 
(j') LG~izt Ineideilt,fro)nBclozcuf t k r  Po7ccrtst,~yA~zglt'.- As the angle of incidence 

is grad~la!lp altered from the critical to  the Blen-sterian angle for internal 
lefleetton, there is a t  first a remark:tble Illcrease, and then an equally reniark- 
able diniinntion ilk the briglztness of the opalescence as seen from nbovc. At 
the polarising angle of incidence, thc scattering is brightest seen from below ; 
the ~hanges in its state of polarisation wit11 the arlgle of ohserration are then 
extremely striking. Yieu-ed in tile p1anc of incidence from vertically helo:v, 
i t  is btronglp but not completely poIariserl : as the clirection of observdtioll 
approaches that of tile reflected r:Lys, tlie intensity increases and a t  the same 
time the polarisation improves and hecomes sensi hly conlplete. On further 
increahing the angle of observation thc scattered light brightens up rapidly 
further, bnt rhe polarisatiou beconies lcqs perfect, and a t  the critical angle i t  
neanly disappears. For directions of observation still more nrarlp horizontal, 
the scaiterec! Iight is sensibly nnpolarised. Viewed a t  right angles to  the 
plane of incidence, the scattered light appears partially polarisect, with the 
principal roniponent of the electric vector inclined to  the liquid surface, and 
practicallbly perpendicular to  the track of the primary bean1 within the liquid. 

(g) Light Incidcnt from Below Normally.--The phenomena noticed in this case 
ape practically the same as for norni;tl incidence from above. 
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Observations have also been made in the several cases noted above with the 
incident light polarised in or a t  right angles to the plane of incidence. A 
detailed ciescription of them seems hardly necessary, as, except for directions 
of observation very remote fron-t the plane of incidence, the character of the 
results is such as might, reasonably be inferred from those noted above for the 
caqes in which the incident light is unpolarised. The further consideration 
of the eBect of polarising the incident light may, therefore, be deferred for 
the present. 

4.  ~ U e c ~ s t t r e ~ ~ ~ c t ~ t  of fhe l~ t f e i t s i t y  of the S~~tf~ce--Opale~ce~zcr. .  

The scattering power of transparent liquid surfacbes was compared wit11 that 
of white plaster of Paris by the aid of suitable apertures and a revolving sector 
to reduce the illulilination of the latter, in much the same ~ ~ ~ a g r  as was done 
in the case of metallic mercury. (Paper I.) In order to avoid errors due to 
the s-c~perpo~ition of the internal-scattering, a case had to be chosen in which 
the surface-scattering was as intense as possible. For this purpose, the case 
in  which the light was incident on the surface from below at  the critical angle, 
was found to be the most suitable. The opalescence was most intense when 
viewed nearly in the direction of the reflected rays, and was brought into 
the field of view for comparison with the plaster of Paris with the help of a 
small silvered mirror suitably held. Two sets of measurements were made ; 
the first was with methyl alcohol, to illustrate the manner in which the 
intensity of the opalescence varies with the azimuth of observation, the scat- 
tered light being always observed in a. direction inclined to the vertical at  
nearly the critical angle (Table I). In  the second set of measurements, the 
scattering powers of different liquitls were determined in terms of plaster of 
Paris, to illustrate the order of nlagnitude of the effect and its dependence on 
the surface-tension and the refractive index of the fluid used (Table 11). 

Table I.-:Methyl Alcohol, Int8eilsit'y in various Aziniuths. 
-- 

I 
Azimuth measu~ ed 1 

from plane of 
incidence. 

I 
Intensity In terms 

of plaster of 
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Table 11.-Intensity measured with Red Light. 

Substance. 

Methyl alcohol .... 
Ethyl alcohol .... 
i-Propyl alcohol .... 
n-Butyl alcohol .... 
i-Butyl alcohol .... 
Tri-methyl-carbinol .... 
Amy1 alcohol .... 
Allpl nlcohol .... 
Renzyl alcohol .... 
Et'hyl-ether . . . . . . . .  
Pentane (normal) .... 

I Surface-tension 1 in 
dynes em. 

I 

Refractive 
irides. 

Intensity as fraction 
of 

plaster of Pariu. 

In Paper I the scattering power of nlercury under approxil~iately comparable 
conditions was given as 5 . 1  x times that of plaster of Paris. The 
scattering power of rnetliyl alcohol i i  thus about 33 times that  of a metallic 
mercury surface. Tlie surface-tension of mercL1ry is some 547 dynes, and is 
thus ahout 23 times greater than that of illetllyl alcohol. Sllo~ving for the 
fact tha t  mercury reflects only about 70 per cent. of incideilt light, and taking 
illto accouilt its vastly higher surface-tension, its smaller surface-opalescence 
is readily ~mderstood. The greater the surfa-e-tension, the more perfectly 
would the surface under thermal agitation approximate to a perfect optical 
plane, and the smaller would be the proportion of the incident light scattered 
by i t  in all directions. 

5. X ~ ~ r i b w ~ a r y .  

The paper describes observations and nleasurenients niade on the scattering 
of light by the surface of transparent liquids. Some 64 different substances 
were studied. The main results of the morli: ]nay be stated as follous +-- 

(a) Surface-scattering is most conveniently observed with liqniclb that show 
a sniall internal-scattering ; the lighter paraffins, ether, and the alcohok may 
be cited as exaniples. 

( b )  Other things being the same, a liquii! having a liigller surfftce-tension 
shows a smaller surface-opalescence and clce ver 5a. Traniparent liquids show 
an  effect some 30 to 50 times more intense Char1 that  observed with metallic 
mercury. 

( c )  The variation of the intensity and state of polarisation of the scattered 
light with the angles oi incidence and direction of observation shows soll~e 
very remarkable features ~vhich are fnllv iel out in the paper. 
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(d) Studies of the scattering of light by pure and contaminated surfaces 
of water, by liquid carbon dioxide at and near its critical temperature, and 
by the interfaces between different liquids ullder various conditions will be 
described in a further instalinent of the work. 

The Capture cbi~cl Loss of Ble~tron~s by cc-l'a?'ticLes. 

Ry G. H .  HEKDEKSON, Ph.D. 

(Con~municated by Prof. Sir E. Rntllerford, F.R.S.-Received June 6 ;  1925.) 

In a recent paper the miter* presented evidence of K-particles bearing a single 
positive charge and of or-particles which were neutral. These were found by 
deflecting K-particles by a magnetic field in a good vacuum and registering 
them photographically on Schumann plates. A band appeared on the plate 
deflected only half the amount of the regular x-particle band. This mas 
ascribed to a-particles, which had captured electrons in passing through an 
absorbing screen and thus viere singly-charged. The belsaviour of these 
particles was described qualitatively. The proportion of singly- to doubly- 
charged particles increased rapidly as their velocity decreased. Pronl the 
effects of air in the path of the m-particles it  was suggested that each particle 
must capture and lose electrons many times. 

Sir X. Rutherfordv~as recently published the results of a very interesting 
quantitative study of these particles by the scintillation method. By electro- 
static deflection of the beam he showed that the particles undergoing only half 

the normal deflection must be singly-charged m-particles and nothing else. By 
counting methods he found values for the mean free paths for capture and for 
loss of an electron by the v.-particle, and founci the may in which these mean free 
paths varied u-ith tlre velocit,y. 

The mechanism involved in the capture and loss of electrons, particularly 
in the former, is difficult to understand. It is a matter of considerable interest 
to find out how these captures and losses occur in materials of widely different 
kinds. whose atoms contain different numbers of electrons with different degrees 

* Keadeison, 'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 102, p. 496 (1922). 
-! Itutherford, ' Phil. Stag.,' vol. 47, p. 277 (1924). 




